Embed Analytics Directly into EHR Workflows

SMART Analytics Adapter by Qlik®
Give your clinicians access to analytics directly in your EHR workflows and watch data improve decision making. That’s the power of the SMART Analytics Adapter for Cerner Millennium.

**Embedded Analytics Deliver New Insights**

Data informs decision making, enabling improved outcomes. Data speeds decision making by ensuring information is seamlessly available. Data focuses decision making, so your clinicians can more efficiently use their time. The SMART Analytics Adapter by Qlik enables your Cerner® Millennium users to embed Qlik Sense® analytics directly into workflows. From within your electronic health record (EHR) system, your clinical decision makers then layer and discover relevant information, uncover new insights, and use those insights to promote better clinical and business decisions.

**How It Works**

The SMART Analytics Adapter connects Cerner and Qlik capabilities, integrating reports, scorecards, and dashboards within your EHR. That makes it easy for clinicians to now seamlessly navigate across comprehensive patient records, view practice pattern trends, and investigate unwarranted clinical variation — all within a single login.

When the SMART Analytics Adapter receives context from your user’s interaction within Millennium, it opens Qlik analytical apps (dashboards) securely filtered to reflect the given patient or unit already being viewed within Cerner.

**Requirements**

- Qlik Sense 3.2 or higher
- Cerner Ignite on the Millennium platform
The Qlik Associative Engine – Different by Design

At Qlik, we’ve solved the biggest problem with modern BI tools — restricted linear exploration. Our Associative technology brings all your data together without complex data warehouses, and enables your users to freely explore in any direction they want.

It’s simple. Qlik lets you lead with data, delivering insights you’ll miss with other tools.

Access to All Relevant Data Sources
Easily combine and load data from large numbers of disparate data sources.

Self-Service Exploration Without Boundaries
Freely explore and probe the possible associations in your data, using interactive selections and global keyword searches, without boundaries or restrictions.

Insights at the Speed of Thought
Empower clinical care teams to immediately interact with and analyze information, at the point of care.
Learn More

An nine-year Gartner Magic Quadrant Leader, Qlik delivers intuitive data analytics solutions to more than 3,000 healthcare customers across the globe. Our world-class industry solutions, combined with our comprehensive consulting, training, and support services, ensure our customers get the most from their Qlik implementations. We bring you specific healthcare industry and functional-level experience, driving rapid understanding of your unique clinical and business problems.

Looking for answers to your questions or a demo? Contact us at Qlik to get started. The SMART Analytics Adapter is featured in the Cerner app gallery and available at EHR API | Cerner Code- Developer Portal.

Learn more at healthcare.qlik.com